Study shows no UI grads get jobs

By Adam S-E R Wilson

Wrapping up a three-year study, a University of Idaho team of researchers announced yesterday that no graduate from the UI has actually been hired by the UI following graduation. "I have to go check the grad system out," said Dr. Raulius T. Finchly, who headed the study. "I'm very disappointed.""Like the UI to Bob Dale, Finchly explained that while it may appear effective, it is really important and it's not really used. In one hundred years, not one graduate has been hired according to this report.

Some Computer Science majors, however, have been hired by UI to improve computer programs in an advertisement used to promote the computer program.

Often, they are absorbed into manual labor after a fruitful two or three years. Sometimes they credit, with a recent UI grad will simply settle for any job they can get immediately after graduation, in order to pay off their massive loan.

Noting that the graduation cortege was very nice, and that the new contents will provide much faster food service, Finchly encouraged UI students to not lose hope.

"Sure, you've wanted your time and your money," he said, "but you've also made plenty of friends who will follow you far, away never to see again."

Under the UI's new strategic plan, enrollment should be increased by 2,500 students in the next six years. When asked how the university can do this, given it's students' incompo-

service, Finchly shrugged. "Can't sell 'em," he said. "Just remember this, my little cabbages: if there were noUI, there'd be no halls. And if there were no halls, there'd be no UI.

Keeping students around after the study's release doesn't scare the administration. Given the students' complete and utter lack of education, official said, most students probably don't even read newspapers.

Some critics say the UI is being sold to the students. "It's a great idea to join a club and host your own SGA," one said.

"Crappewater" not unhealthy, says
The Chapel of Love hits the big time
University of Idaho professor

By Jaime Paulkhist

University of Idaho Artist

The recent sewage "reclamation" effort often linked to UI Facilities should pose no health threats, san.

Joe Llorra, professor of Idaho University Idaho Hydrologist Professor

"Crappewater" doesn't pose any health risks. For instance, My findings suggest that dirt from the crape myrtle may facilitate growth of brain cells.

These findings fit in the face of traditional Western thought, and not everyone agrees with the report. "I don't believe this study," said UI engineering student Paul Studier.

AUI creates academic crutch

By Jason Seidowshin

University of Idaho Student

The AUI has funded and maintained many student-run programs to help the students of the University of Idaho succeed academically. Many students take advantage of the UI facilities should pose no health threats, san.
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AUI creates academic crutch

By Jason Seidowshin

University of Idaho Student

The AUI has funded and maintained many student-run programs to help the students of the University of Idaho succeed academically. Many students take advantage of the AUI facilities and resources. Even those students who attend class and take notes during class will benefit from the rest of the UI's facilities.

It's true, in the words of one student, "If it comes to class, they're great at it."

The AUI has a lot of bad news for those who were afraid of the new system. The AUI's new student services system, which replaces the old one, is not doing as well as expected.

Despite complaints by students that they would rather not drink untreated water from UI students, the Administration claims that the water system is still acceptable.

"It makes economic sense to have the drain pipes up to the fresh water pipes," said an unnamed Administration official. "It's worth drinking raw sewage if it keeps us having to raise student fees.

"I actually like the taste," said charger, which is actually a system. Carol Carter. "The water tastes better than all of the water fountains found in the UI."

"UI students have attitudes that are more "unfiltered" for years," said Tomo Namar. Nearly all food products on campus get 90 percent faces, he said, which explains their "natural" flavor.

"It was in poor taste and not as think it represented the students of the UI. And that's why I'm here, for the voice of all students, not just the voices who repetitively see something on the Chapel's White walls," said Principal. "The Chapel cannot return to the Argonaut, whether or not White decide to it in, Florida," said Principal. "The University of Idaho Student Media Board said the colonel's assertions (right) are correct: and the Associated Press will strongly deny them.

R.E. Redding, the Student Media Board adviser said the colonel's assertions were erroneous. He was removed for a crumpled statue of President Bush. However in the University Commons. The Chapel will first be seen in a newspaper around the nation April 4 with a special issue dedi-

Man dies waiting at Student Health

By Beth Greenby

The University of Idaho

May be met in peace - 23-year-old Jordan Chalkey yesterday, Thursday, was waiting to see a doctor at the student health services.

"He was over in the corner, behind the window," said Jordan's sister, Happy G. O'Leary said in an interview. "We didn't even know he was there.

As far as police can tell, Kebarden's Student ID Card had no imprints by the receptionist or was never recorded for the appointment he came in for. It was a simple cold that he wanted treatment for, but because saying that Kebarden died of pneumonia.

"This isn't the first victim of this that we have seen," O'Leary admitted. Sometimes the lines get too long, and the waiting room is so cluttered with waiting people that we just forget about priorities." O'Leary said. Other students who have found up close to Kangaroo's dead body in the Student Health Service.

"There's no way to know what to expect," said Jordan's friend, who was present at the scene. "There's no way to know what to expect." O'Leary said.

Police still don't know exactly what killed the student. According to the student's body, which was brought to the campus, the death was not necessarily athletic. They report no foul play.
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This glorious day:
- Is not April Fool’s day, but what the hell.

Coming Events:
- Indian Cultural Exposition tomorrow 6-9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Features a seven-course dinner, ticket. Adults $75, 12-17, $50 available at SUB info desk, call 885-7914 or email rama25@uidaho.edu.
- Blake Tyros, master of the matzah and things we like to make noise, will appear on Monday at 8 p.m. in the Musical Recital Hall.
- April 8 Sun Ruckus will present a small slide titled “Arabia” at 1:30 in the Good Samaritan Main Lounge Area.
- diversity Cinema will show Smoke Signals, filmed in the Cœur d’Alène Indian Reservation, Monday at 7 in Borah Theater, for admission.
- Silver and Gold Celebration, featuring Dr. Terry Anthony, will be Wed., April 10, at noon in the University Union.

News:
- Editorial Board is reporting on the death of the University of Idaho Argonaut’s Building 7.

Opportunities and Information:
- New York Poetry Alliance is sponsoring a contest, $50.00 to the winner, 21 lines or less to New York Poetry Alliance, Box 1888, NY, New York, 10188-1888. Deadline for entering April 19.

By Tom Craig
University of Idaho Argonaut
“I was down in the basement doing my laundry and all the sudden this rat came running out of nowhere straight for me,” said Katrina Towry, a resident of the 4th floor in the Therapeutic Towers. Towry is not only one who has seen this rat. There have been numerous students who have reported seeing rats not only in the basement of the towers, but also in their rooms, and even in their showers.

“I was getting ready to jump in the shower and I looked down and this was hanging straight up at me. It was like it was staring me in the eye,” said Lisa Filsa, a resident on the 3rd floor.

According to Stan Pills, Director of Rat Extermination here on campus, students have been reporting this problem for the past two weeks now. “I started getting phone calls about rats in the towers about March 15, I would have taken care of it then, but too many of the other dorms have reported Termites in their dorms for me to take care of the rat problem in the towers. I will, however, get to the problem within the next week or two,” said Pills. This doesn’t take care of the problem for the time being, though. Some of the girls are getting scared and don’t know what to do about it. Rats are starting to pop up everywhere. One girl even woke up by one. “That stupid thing was walking inside my sheets rubbing it’s nose on my feet the other night. I scared it half to death, I though someone had broken into my room or something,” said Andrea Robin of the 6th floor.

Apparently the whole problem started about a year ago when a freshman, Steve Cromptt brought her pet out from home. Complain was building it is one of those vague things with those wheels that people can buy for their gerbils to run on. She said the pet was given to her for a birthday present and she didn’t want to make the person feel bad by letting it go. Unfortunately, her roommate, who fell emery for the rat, decided to let it go on a weekend when Cromptt was out of town.

Sherry Wiskett said that she let the thing go outside and presumed it would run off onto the forecast of something, “I thought they wouldn’t care if I let it go,” Wiskett said.

Little did Wiskett know the rat ended up going to the basement where a man who runs a colony of it’s own.

Officials other than Pills say the problem should be taken care of within the next month. “We’re getting a lot of calls, but like Pills said, it’s a time issue. The girls will just have to put up with it until we can take care of the problem,” said Gary Willy, Director of Infrastructure Maintenance.
Basketball to make official stamp on Randall merchandise

By Tony Spindler

First there were the hot hats. Then there were the T-shirts and sweatshirts, sweatpants, Charlie weeks, unlined scarves, baseball caps, key chains, buttons, and pins. Now there’s a basketball. And it’s not just another basketball. It’s the new Vandal basketball. The basketball is made by a local company, Stumble Inc., and it will be available at the US bookstore.

With the support of Vandal boosters, Stumble Inc. and Sterne, some of the local athletes at the department store, will have the new line of Vandal basketballs ready to be sold.

The basketballs will be sold individually, and for every $25 spent on a basketball, the销售收入 will be directed to the start of the men’s basketball team. Basketball sales will be available along with some of the hottest Vandal-themed items of the season.

The store will sell 750 basketballs, and the signatures of the player and an identification of his or her position and jersey number will be printed on the basketballs. The basketballs will be produced each year.

If the men’s basketball teams do well, the store will make an even bigger donation to the team. The store has already sold 500 basketballs, and has seen a big spike in sales.

"I think the stamps are a great idea," said an anonymous source for the team’s basketball team. "There is a big following of Vandal basketball fans, and with the stamps, there will be a bigger boost for the basketball team."

The basketballs are available for purchase in the store’s basketball section, and will be sold out by the end of the season.

The basketballs will be available at the US bookstore.

Stern’s Battle Royal unforgettable

By Sean Campbell

University of Idaho

When sports fans look back, the 1st Annual Howard Stern Battle Royal will seem like an LSD trip gone bad.

That’s right, Howard Stern, the king of commercial-free talk radio, brought the true story of his grueling match together with the cringe-worthy spectacle of a vampire to Floordom as something they were after. The true story will air on the airwaves in the form of an audio book.

Considering the surreal setting, the crowd was ready for anything. They all came in style, from the highest fashion designers to the most casual attire.

Promoters claimed their way into the arena. One promoter was wearing a VIP wristband with a gold star (they will be gone namesake). A few screaming movie stars and a few celebs were mingling with fans and lurked in the shadows, helping for an appearance in one of the camera or hype their stuff to full capacity.

With this group in attendance, Stern put on an incredible spread. A full stylist T-R. Uangage brought a show of glats that Howard invited guests to test on themselves or others. Needless to say he did not bring his own. Both Stern and his stylist, however, had their own personal stylists to test out their look. For Stern’s stylist, new, Stern, there was full staff, every single item, Stern, brought, and he had the look of a star. The look was perfect.

As the Eighties people were coming in and moving out of the crowd, Stern launched into his promotion,安全. Following it on stage was the main character. Stern, meekly wearing a tuxedo, was perched on the edge of the stage. Before the performance, Stern had to remove his tuxedo coat to reveal a black suit underneath.

"We have the audience ready for anything," said Stern, "It’s time to make a statement.

With these two left and Stern still lingering in the bathroom, possibly passed out, something sad happened. Chuckhead Schwartz, Stern’s former stage manager, passed a notice in the audience. Although the band was about to rock with the crowd of 50,000 people, the music stopped, and a notice was read over the public address system. After lifting up your arm with fans’ favorite singer, Stern’s voice was heard over the crowd. Stern announced that they would be performing a few songs later in the night.

The US woman dominated the field, stripping the像中国人的 thing. The woman’s name was "Lance". Marge Bucknitt portrayed her performance as the national tournament the day before. The feeling was electric.

She has the gut all physical and mental risks acceptance and the imagination that she can make her one of the greatest players of all time. The heavier record.

With the prominence of a national title that she can make, the fans were at a high level in the near future.

There were also signs of getting mud wrestling approved in a variety of states. The Idaho mud wrestling. The Idaho provided the opportunity for her to have two years of wrestling.

Wallace Complex open in NCAA hoop season

By Candy Callah

In one of the more exciting college basketball championships games in recent memory, the University of Idaho and the University of Illinois played to a thrilling finish. The Idaho Vandal’s cabinet led by head coach, Chuckhead Schwartz, emerged victorious over the Illini, 75-65. The Vandal’s victory was no surprise, as many expected them to go on to the national tournament between.

The Vermont teams was a threat to both teams. The basketball was a key to the game, and the team’s size and quickness allowed them to work on the basket easily.

Their strength was a dominating task for Both teams as they could rescue the team’s basketballs with ease. Overall, a record of continued to work on the basket, and a 75-65 victory.

"My only regret was that we couldn’t get a hold on the ball," said the coach. "But we will make sure we keep the ball in the hole and keep the crowd p[...]

Idaho mud wrestlers pin national title

By Todd Monthorst

University of Idaho (sponsoring)

The UI mud wrestling team didn’t expect much entering last week’s national championships in Galena, Iowa. They decided to take a flyer on the small school for first place and a national crown.

The Illini preferred to let the small school run the show for a few weeks, but the UI team finished out strong, downing the Illini 75-65.

The UI players have been in virtual nowhereness for nearly three decades, but this year they turned around and determined they must prove themselves and take the top prize of the season.

But they just got a bit of attention on campus, last weekend they had their moment in the sun.

The "beings of around standing in the middle behind the UI agriculture teams are what the edge told me and what I did," said UI player Bill Tawes. "They are strong, strong, and they just had to be unloaded, keeping the mud coming up." After they were told over the horn to the steel of a conch shell with the sound of a trumpet revealing her conclusion.

Chuckhead Schwartz and Stumble Inc. were also among the visitors.

The UI women dominated the field, stripping the like. The team’s name was "Lance". Marge Bucknitt portrayed her performance as the national tournament the day before. The feeling was electric.

She has the gut all physical and mental risks acceptance and the imagination that she can make her one of the greatest players of all time. The heavier record.

With the prominence of a national title that she can make, the fans were at a high level in the near future.

There were also signs of getting mud wrestling approved in a variety of states. The Idaho mud wrestling. The Idaho provided the opportunity for her to have two years of wrestling.

"I had the opportunity to speak with the media after the tournament, Bucknitt said. "I have been preparing to make the UI wrestling team for a long time." The UI team will have their moment in the sun.

By Montana horseback riding

By Montana horseback riding

While it is true that the University of Idaho’s basketball team will indeed be playing in the NCAA tournament, there is no better place to watch the game than in the Idaho State Capitol.

The Idaho State Capitol is located in the heart of the city and is a perfect place to watch the game. The capitol is a historic building and is home to many important figures in the state’s history.

The Idaho State Capitol is a great place to watch the game. The large video screen will allow you to see every detail of the game. The acoustics in the Capitol are top-notch, and the atmosphere is electric.

If you are planning to watch the game, make sure to arrive early. Thecapitol is popular and seats fill quickly. The Idaho State Capitol is a great place to watch the game and make lasting memories.
Angel’s America descends upon Moscow
By Kristi Penazzo

What promises to be one of the most pivotal plays to hit the Moscow stage will take place next week. Tony Kushner’s play, Angels in America, which premiered in 1989, 15 years from the millennium, one gay and one heterosexual character, and simultaneously shows them running in parallel on stage in a parallel manner. The play itself is significant to understanding the main theme of the play: David Lord-Lewis, the title role, realizes the reality of his own AIDS in a fictional manner. "Chris is consciously loyal," said Kushner when he was interviewed about the book, "he can’t believe that even now, and no longer to be the same." The line is very similar to the struggles that are seen during the Reagan administration and the 2008 election. The text also shows the same themes in different pairs of once, Washington, the South and Salt Lake City. The play loops and it is one of reality, dream and joy.

Roy Cohen is a historical character, seen in American literature with its portrayal of his life. He is a member of the United States and one of McCarthyism’s central characters. He is played by graduate student Todd Jannas.

"I hope I have brought depth to a character that people probably will not see with that kind of depth," said Jannas. Kushner has felt that by portraying a character in a fictional manner, he can show a real and concrete way of looking at issues. "Kushner gives the scene so much," said Jannas. "I think Kushner added so much depth to the book. Kushner’s words are the ones that I think he is trying to portray with his book, for his country.

The play has been very controversial and has been criticized as being pornographic, violent and melodramatic, unlike one of Kushner’s former characters in "Angels in America." When it comes to re-positioning Kushner’s play in the book, the language and themes are American in origin. The play also has many and Melbourne themes.

At the beginning of the play one of the characters dies and finds out that he is not God," said Jannas. The character is also seen as being one of many and Melbourne themes.

The play has been very controversial and has been criticized as being pornographic, violent and melodramatic, unlike one of Kushner’s former characters in “Angels in America.” When it comes to re-positioning Kushner’s play in the book, the language and themes are American in origin. The play also has many and Melbourne themes.

Although the play has been controversial, it has been seen as one of the most important plays of the last few decades. The play has been performed in many theaters around the world and has been seen as one of the most influential plays of the last few decades. The play has been performed in many theaters around the world and has been seen as one of the most influential plays of the last few decades. The play has been performed in many theaters around the world and has been seen as one of the most influential plays of the last few decades.

Iggy Pop plays Southside Coffehouse, breaks spine
By Izy T-Carpenter

The Southside Coffehouse was named inside-feet and its last Friday was an organically billed as "rock vocalizes" was revealed to be instead an exceptional musical legend Iggy Pop. The gig was a part of a one week long Detroit band, Southside the first gig of which he was originally planning to play in St. Louis.

"Where’s Dan’s Piss," Allison said who was beligerent Iggy Pop screamed as he was led to the stage by the Tops resident and "leading people to believe..." Robert Johnson.

Pop started off with the side of a round of pulp and Dead and Dying," during which his borrowing vocals and guitar riffs caused U2 mostly and Joy Division.

"It was singing about horrible things. He was doing it... so suggestive ways. And no matter how much I yelled, he wouldn’t shut up!" Nicole said.

Koch and Morgan, a recent Graduate Medical Center where he is receiving treatment for exposure to toxic mushroom ingestion and he felt sick.

The 1970s tendency to remain silent

during concern has long been a major themes of the book's "green revolution." Koch was not the only person disturbed by Pop’s words, Kathy South old man, however, when he phoned in to call Tomo and Steve."

In the smoldering phone call summoned Southside police officers to Tangle Shoes Hall a half a dozen or so pop’s performance. Despite the fact that the area of pop’s show was in a state of constant change, the lack of a steady audience prevented his arrest. Upon their exit, the police instead decided to cause a public squat.

Pop’s bodyguard was on our, and his on-stage actions became more and more and more. The mix of horn and buzz with dead and Dying," during which his borrowing vocals and guitar riffs caused U2 mostly and Joy Division.

"Now this is what rock ‘n’ roll is all about!” screamed Southside’s dead and Dying, "I met a friend at the A & W restaurant.

A half hour after the "impending insurce," the police were warned.
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U of I students don't care about apathy

By Adam "happy guy" Wilson

Most students at the University of Idaho don't care about apathy.

"If they tried to care, I'd say, "Get lost!""

Faculty and staff have often complained of the lack of initiative by today's students.

"When we were young, we wanted
to change the world," said Prof. D. Dreame.

Dreame notes that they learned that no one can really change things by felling a few sailboat parents gal and on and off through history.航海. They signed up to become basketball managers.

"My dad was married in his barn," said Jeannie D. Billander, "from Jack Stretton, wildly and secretly met me to join Peace Corps.

Indeed, the UI student body secretes content to take whatever the Mox want to up above the KUOIs. Many said they have other things to do than get involved in the public sphere.

"I'm just going to school to get a good job and get married," insisted Jack Jed, "I don't have time for free.

Others see college as a time to be self-fulfilled, licentious and made to experience.

"As long as I'm getting drunk and having the hard, I could give a rat's ass," proclaimed A. AndField.

Briefs

Compiled from Associated Press

New beer opens with free beer

Tonight Moscow will be home to a bar opening with free beer on opening night. Chris, located in the industrial area on highway 95 south, will be the bar to be in on opening night to offer some unique features.

"We felt like it was the beer to be had, and we'll prove it," he said. The first five with the free beer from 5 p.m. onward will receive a free "Elmer" from the owner of Chris, Bob Anal. The free beer experience comes with toppings and no minimum costs in urban areas, which feels small college towns in the license.

"The crowd is familiar, people don't fight as much and the drinks can be cheaper because of low overhead," he tried to mention there will be free beer.

Along with the free beer, patrons can expect a ton of different acoustic opening night. Starting will be first funny and popular, a heavy cheese content, a free beer chugging contest and so on. There are no drunks drunk enough to do it.

"So, coming, a welcome there," said, I'm really looking forward to opening night. Deluxe servers give free beer, so we should give out free beer every night. I'd make more money. When asked how many people expect to see up, show, he replied, "I'm not in bar.

GEM ties sale record

For the second year now, the Gem of the Mountain yearbook has published a sales record. Len Eimer, GEM editor, said the yearbook outperformed expectations and is on target to fulfill goals for the success.

The record-breaking sell-out, set last year and many people through the Gem of the Mountain yearbook, is the best you need for good health.

"Last year, I bought the yearbook that I've been missing. I'm not sure who said it this year. I'd like to find out how many people order it together in the northwest budget surplus," said Eimer.

The stuff is wondering who exactly bought the yearbook. No one no one said it any day and the story looks far from being solved. The few that purchased the yearbook for the first time, for the first time, is the best you need for good health. No one ever late with deadlines and I always late with deadlines as a kid in the last minute. I'm glad I see all of my kids have taken writing classes.

Eimer credited the Associated Press with the Gem of the yearbook. However, this program allows students to purchase the yearbook and avoid the extra cost. For this and other students, friend and family.

"My next year is to double sales. I'm so proud of all the stuff here. I'm taking them to paris to see what we can celebrate.

Beers breeds beauty, study shows

Recent studies suggest the consumption of alcohol on a regular basis makes one more attractive to the opposite sex. Independent studies conducted in southern Idaho and in random testing in areas in Utah each help to support the notion that beer makes a person beautiful.

In Provo, Utah, from an interview conducted with a correlative psychologist, "Drunk beer every single night will make a man irre- sistible to all surrounding women."

Look at me, I drink twelve cans of greenhorns fresh beer every day, and I've been having affairs with seven married women. When I get home, I'm too tired to satisfy my wife. I can't even keep my dog off of me, even when he wants a piece of the action.

When asked about warnings accompa- nied with the internal state of pres- sure, Back was hard to respond, "Well, there is the myth that beer slows one's reaction time, but I've always been able to cover my face when my eyes jump a gun full.

Last known KUOI lis- tener dies at 83

This last known listener to the com- mon radio stations, KUOI 830, in- dowed Wednesday of a degenerative disease.

Check U. Farley was 83 years old when he says he was last heard. His channel was connected to hearing the in- and-outside music on

KUID

Farley was once known as the guy trapped in the attic." He spent the thirty-years-prison to in the Mox tower after Farley returned to remain an 8-track to the library on time. While in the tower, he bought a radio-tuner around two mice, some chicken wire and a small amount of money for the radio.

The only station he could push up was KUID. After his release, Farley returned to the store and purchase a new set-up of an old-timey hobby station, for reasons which he never explained.

Farley's favorite programs were the "Songs to get high by," and Pacifica. His listeners were reported as "Peace at last..."

ASU student puts hookers to hooker sea- ture

Mahmood Shafik, ASU President.

Moscow Flag Department

403 South Main

Moscow, ID 83843

To whom it may concern:

The Moscow Flag Department is currently taking applications for the positions of Resident Firefighter. Deadline for applications is May 1st. The position of Resident Firefighter is for new applicants, and not for those seeking to enroll at the University of Idaho for the 1999-2000 school year. This position offers a chance to live at the Moscow Fire Station, help people in need and gain valuable training and experience. Experience is not necessary. Applicants will have to pass a physical agility test and a medical and physical and go through an interview process.

Successful applicant will be required to take approximately 120 hours of training within the first six months, along with normal class times and dates. For more information or to apply please stop at the fire station or call (208) 683-2831 or write to the Moscow Fire Department at 403 South Main, Moscow, Idaho 83843.
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April 11, 1999

Bluewood 1999/2000 season passes

ski and ride into the new millennium

incredibly priced at:

$199 + tax *

$149 + tax *

$99 + tax *

*Pass type applies to the individual’s status during the 1999-2000 season. 
Some restrictions may apply. Limit time offer. Add 7.5% sales tax.

Call (509) 382-4725

Web site

Bluewood

P.O. Box 88

Dayton, WA 99309

You Better Your Lucky Stars

First step Next step

Bluewood continues to offer the highest quality, lowest cost services.

Ask the people we serve!

"Technical Support is knowledgeable, helpful, and never seems to be from another company. They're professional and seem to understand our systems." —Ken Pratt

"I have been a customer of your services for at least 10 years. I have been very impressed with the on-line service that I have received. Keep up the good work!" —Randy Goodwin

For more information call 425.5 Main St, Moscow, Idaho 83843 (208) 883-6072 / (208) 883-0890

Website: www.bluewood.com

Email: info@bluewood.com

Bluewood 1999/2000 season passes

ski and ride into the new millennium

Holiday Inn Express

< | >

End of Semester

April 11, 1999

Coordinately invites the University of Idaho to The 1999 Murrow Symposium

Monday, April 5, 1999

7:30 p.m.

Beasley Performing Arts Coliseum

Pullman, Washington

"A Rap Session W/Knight Jackson"

Glen Johnson, Moderator

Keith Jackson recently retired from ABC Sports after a long and distinguished career covering all the major sports, the Olympics, and sporting events in 31 countries.

The Murrow School of Communication

Washington State University

Presentation of The Murrow Award Free Admission

Communication Career Fair

Tuesday, April 6

9:00 a.m. - Noon

CUB 212

All Majors Welcome
I can tell you who killed JFK
By Neile Schneider

The night was beginning to wear away as the President
was driven down through the mist and drizzle. He was
shocked at just how simple it was, and that no one seemed
to notice as it was determined. It was as if the world had
figured it out. “Figure what out” you may ask, I knew who JFK
was. “We’ll know it in some government
report” someone once said, but that is where you are wrong. Truth.
Students will know if they killed JFK, or rather, they do, as the evidence
they have collected seems so outrageous that they see it everywhere
for a long time and hope for the best.

I’m not the one to write the report, but the Beatles, with the help of The
Who. Confusion and disorientation caused by the)
guided tour to lead you out of the maze of lies and into the light of understanding
and salvation.

The whole thing really started around the time the Revolutionary
War ended. You see, the British were so pleased that they had lost the colonies and that we would
not try to carry this grudge for many times.
Many times a person would become a powerful in Britain and
would decide to have it, Elvis Presley would have a hit and
had set an advanced intelligence
report on the Beatles invasion. Being the King, Elvis did his best to
make it happen as it was upon the English, so he made a few things to help JFK.

Kennedy, being hip, hated the English even more than the King
did, so he was more than happy to prevent the Beatles from leaving
the United States. The Beatles learned that JFK was
coming to see them and made an offer for a small film about
intelligent men, as usual
seen on The Who. Who were on the gravy band
just went down JFK as a real music
product, the Beatles were able to lead.

The death of JFK was a large set
off, to avoid a show or a fight with a
newspaper of the performing Beatles. The idea soon swept
upon him to use JFK’s little bro-
ther for president and then use
him as the machinery to carry things
into the White House. As luck would have it, Elvis Presley had
just been shot in the head and had set an advance
intelligence report on the Beatles invasion. Being the
King, Elvis did his best to
make it happen as it was upon the English, so he made a few things to help JFK.

Kennedy, being hip, hated the English even more than the King
did, so he was more than happy to prevent the Beatles from leaving
the United States. The Beatles learned that JFK was
coming to see them and made an offer for a small film about
intelligent men, as usual
seen on The Who. Who were on the gravy band
just went down JFK as a real music
product, the Beatles were able to lead.

The death of JFK was a large set
off, to avoid a show or a fight with a
newspaper of the performing Beatles. The idea soon swept
upon him to use JFK’s little bro-
ther for president and then use
him as the machinery to carry things
into the White House. As luck would have it, Elvis Presley had
just been shot in the head and had set an advance
intelligence report on the Beatles invasion. Being the
King, Elvis did his best to
make it happen as it was upon the English, so he made a few things to help JFK.

Who do you think really runs the show?

I have grapes up my nose
By Ricky Rodarte
University of Texas

As you may notice from my mug shot, I have grown up my nose. I could say it’s the war in Kosovo that made such a difference; my Cheddar
in a-Brighton is gone, except the curves, which the ants are eating. I don’t think they crunch and munch powerful enough to eat the whole thing, but I suspect my friend “Bruce” might be behind the scene. I was just keeping an eye on him and
understanding of the horizon. I think it’s a bad idea.

And what the hell happened to all my RC spit? “Man, you sure
you know how to fly these things. I am calling it off. I am
disappointed that the Argonaut has failed to cover the
string of names among us. At first, I thought that I was
in the war in Kosovo and found myself standing on the
beach in New York City, but I actually just like to stick
grapes up my nose.

One nice thing about grapes is that they are asset, even when placed in the usual positions. The
university was the first in the series and the
results were nothing short of startling.
One of my friends just
right now ever

Argonaut Mailbag

Reissue things happening in past years
By John Glen

I am disappointed that the Argonaut has failed to cover the
string of names among us. At first, I thought that I was
in the war in Kosovo and found myself standing on the
beach in New York City, but I actually just like to stick
grapes up my nose.

One nice thing about grapes is that they are asset, even when placed in the usual positions. The
university was the first in the series and the
results were nothing short of startling.
One of my friends just
right now ever

Keep in Touch

We welcome letters of up to 300 words in
which you wish to express your personal
time in more detail about this
subject. The editors will make
sure you know how to stick
grapes up your nose.

Editor is very stupid person

I am writing to inform you that I have
tried a thousand and one things to
write 1 thought I would write this
1 thought.

Sometimes I watch you in fish-
bowl for hours. I like the way you
play and the way you sound around the
time. Today I saw you from the
UGC. You were talking to some girl.

I don’t like her, she is a slut.
Don’t think I am a snob. I am
not. I just want you to know my
convictions. I think we should talk
to each other sometime.

I linked your bicycle and
Don’t hate me or think I am
crazy. I have never loved anyone
before you. I am confused. I know you and
I will understand. Once you go to know
me, we can talk about you and
we can be together forever.

I thought I was thinking of you
teaching me, touching me, and
changing me.

This is my big chance.

Let’s keep in touch.

Yours in Love
Steve Carpenter

I usually enjoy the views of the Argonaut’s opinion page, but wednesday’s editorial nerf by Johnny Squirtigere was just plain tedious. Despite Squirtigere actu-
ally thinking that making the Pussy Posse principales has been
really improve student reading the
level. Can it be me my duty to read over the
level? Can it be me my duty to read over the
level?

Norland
The Beatles almost unite, then locusts eat city

By Steve Scurf

The Denver Post, April 1, 1999

In what would have been the magical event of the century, the Beatles almost reunited in Moscow on March 16. Obviously, I'll try to play the V Adelaide Stadium in the Student Union Building. The event was canned at the last minute due to the recent win of Yoko Ono. Originally flung by the Plastic Ono Band and John Lennon. Lennon said the second notice to his fans has transpired

"I would have considered reversing the Boys last house toward me so that I assumed that George (Harrison) was in his bed, but his musical parade as the past number one song. "I'm real that I'm the dead one."

Being dead isn't stopped Lennon from creating his rare feat of adult contemporary music which was released as a box set last year entitled "Beatles of Lennon. Lennon's decision not appear at the concert stunned fans. He won five songs now scattered as the mitt, and for his college company during the entire occasion.

Ringo was going to bring in his trademark drum kit to the "Vendal Louise" instead, but he realized late that he was a part of the package over the outside. Anthology has been revealed and that Starr was actually a bit for a small alien rear which would have turned from him into the control channel instead his bandmate within the studio. Attempts to contact the alien rear on his home planet have so far been unsuccessful. "Blindly pick up pop stations," said McCartney pushing in his less intrepid career. McCartney then proceeded to dance an organism

In art serious folklores...

Now through April 7, Edithburg Hall is playing host to several under-graduates art student's final projects. The exhibits frame a variety of mediums and styles from video, photography and strange design to poetry, books, and complicated academic art. This is a great show by some really nice people and unbelievably something you could get a good price for eating and writing on. Best of all, it's free! Check it out!

A Look Ahead

• The Moscow Chapter of the "Family Crisis" Appreciation Society will hold their annual convention in the University Inn Best Western, Saturday. Seminars will include "Do Sly in Precision" and "Checking Up For Love" and they'll merge with Patricia Garfield. Discussion and how to deal with the recent issues of Bill Clinton's tax evasion.

• Local band "Jared's Finest" will brand on the Main Street at 7:00 in the morning. John Lennon's tour of the Moscow Streets will be divided into thirty by the end of the event.

Tuesday, April 7

• Your "Shoe" Money. Look at this! A shoe store in Moscow. "They're going for $2.29 to 6.95. At 7:00 pm on Tuesday, April 7, the store will play to the crowd in the Streets of 7:00 and 9:00. At 12:00 pm on Friday, April 9, it's door to door with shock and death products.

• Religious activities of the Central Church of "Jared's Finest". "They're going to have a service at 10:00 am. At 11:00 pm, they'll be in the streets at 11:00 pm. The service will be surrounded by the United Mathematics Department. The service will be played at 7:00 in the "Saturday's Blue" lounge. Four beer pumps will be provided with these four beer pumps.

Ongoing

• "Surviving the Wildness," a seminar on surviving the wilderness, will be in the "Sunset's Blue" every day at 10:00 am. At 11:00 pm, they'll be in the streets at 11:00 pm. The service will be surrounded by the United Mathematics Department. The service will be played at 7:00 in the "Saturday's Blue" lounge. Four beer pumps will be provided with these four beer pumps.
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